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For example, if you receive a score of 150 in a skill area, you would fall under the  Proficient  and 

your percentile rating would fall somewhere between the 21st and 80th percentiles. All Skill IQ score 

also includes a date of verification which matches the date you completed the assessment. 

How is Skill IQ different from other certificates or badges? 

Pluralsight Skill IQ is a numeric assessment of your skill proficiency versus badges or certificates 

given for course completion or points for activities.  Each Skill IQ measurement is built with  high 

statistical significance  by Pluralsight's content team and expert network, so you can trust the results. 

How does Skill IQ differ from vendor certifications? 

Skill IQ ratings are not  vendor certifications . The Skill IQ assessments are intended only to measure 

your skill proficiency in specific areas. While this measurement can be used in combination with 

industry certifications, they are not intended to replace vendor certifications.  

Skill IQ assessments are less time-intensive and expensive than vendor certifications, which makes 

measuring your skill in a technology area more accessible. You can also remeasure your skill to 

keep your Skill IQ rating current with your knowledge. 

Taking a Skill IQ 

You can take a Skill IQ without a Pluralsight subscription -- all you need is a free account! Tip: Skill 

IQ is only available on a web browser.  

1. Go to  https://www.pluralsight.com/product/skill-iq 

2. Fill out the form (email, first and last name, company, and country) then click “Get your 

Pluralsight IQ 

3. On the next screen, scroll down to the Skill IQ list or click “Skill IQ” on the left side navigation 
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4. Click on the Skill IQ that is listed on the Knowledge Services bid posting 

5. Click “Check Now” on the following page 

6. On the next screen, click “Got it. Start the assessment!” 

7. Click “ok. Let’s do this!” on the pop up reminder if present 

8. Take the quiz - if timed the timer will count down on the right side of the questions. To see 

how many questions are left, look at the top right of the question/answer box 

9. Once completed, it’ll calculate your skill IQ score 

10. For Knowledge Services Consultants only : Take a screenshot showing the assessment 

details or save page as a PDF. Ensure the screenshot/document shows the assessment 

name, verified date, score, and your account information in the top right. Submit the 

screenshot/document with the bid response in Knowledge Service’s dotStaff. 

 

For DTS internal use only:  List of free Skill IQs 


